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Preface
The eld of evolutionary computation has experienced a rapid growth of interest
and popularity within the last decade as witnessed by the increasing number of confer-
ences and papers in this area. The underlying basic idea which emerged independently
several times during the early 1960s is based on the observation that the process of
biological evolution may serve as a metaphor for designing simple as well as robust
probabilistic algorithms for adaptation and optimization tasks. This led to the devel-
opment of the class of evolutionary algorithms whose typical eld of application are
those optimization problems for which specialized methods are not yet available or
traditional methods are failing for reasons whatsoever.
The observable logistic (still rising) growth of the number of practical applications,
however, was not accompanied by a similar intensive elaboration of a theoretical foun-
dation. But the situation is changing. The survey by Eiben and Rudolph traces the
dierent theoretical approaches towards a theory of evolutionary algorithms developed
so far.
The next two papers provide analyses of evolutionary algorithms in terms of time-
inhomogeneous nite Markov chains: Lozano, Larra~naga, Gra~na, and Albizuri are pre-
senting a new version of an evolutionary algorithm and prove its stochastic convergence
to the optimal solution whereas He and Kang examine the limit behavior of evolution-
ary algorithms from a more abstract point of view.
The subsequent three papers oer analyses of the dynamics of evolutionary algo-
rithms. The paper by van Nimwegen, Crutcheld, and Mitchell considers the dynamical
behavior of evolutionary algorithms with nitely as well as innitely large populations
for a specic objective function. In the next paper Vose summarizes and generalizes
his recently achieved results in the framework of nonlinear dynamical systems. Build-
ing on this kind of results the paper by Kosters, Kok, and Floreen oers a method of
tracing the dynamics of evolutionary algorithms by means of Fourier transforms.
Finally, Cede~no and Vemuri propose an evolutionary algorithm permitting the niching
of subpopulations, and they develop theoretical arguments explaining why the method
works at all.
We would like to thank the editor-in-chief, M. Nivat, for the opportunity to compile
this special volume which would not have been realizable without the kind and highly
appreciated help of the following reviewers:
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